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What: How Far From Home Are We? - An illustrated Radio Journey 

by Claire Coté, Anna Keleher and Rebecca Beinart 

 

Where: Harwood Art Center, Main Gallery, 1114 7
th

 St. NW, Albuquerque, NM  

 

When: Opening Reception April 1, 6 – 8pm, Exhibition April 1 – 29, 2011 

Gallery Hours: Mon - Fri, 10 AM to 4 PM, and Fri Apr. 15, 6-8 PM 
 

It is spring. Claire Coté, Rebecca Beinart and Anna and Mark Keleher are traveling together in a small van from 

Totnes England to Helsinki Finland via the Baltic States and back through Scandinavia. This intentional 

collaboration and improvised cultural adventure unfolds along road networks, ferry lines, pathways and a string 

of campsites, tea stops, archeological sites and Nature Preserves. The journey takes the travelers across 16 

borders and over 5,700 kilometers - all in seventeen days.  

 

Making its debut in the United States, this exhibition is the collaborative outcome of this voyage: an “illustrated 

radio journey”. On-site recordings, ambient sounds, creative reflection and narration are woven together to give 

listeners audible hints of the experiences of a journey by land and sea. Collaborative pen and ink drawings 

created over bumpy roads and by the light of headlamps offer illustrated glimpses. And whittled tally-sticks 

provide a sculptural “account” of the expedition. Come and experience this intimate multi-sensory journey 

installation and join the collaboration through listening, smelling and drawing! Or catch one of the radio 

broadcasts of the “radio journey” during the month of April. See project website for details. 

 

A related workshop, “Sounds Surround” is planned for Saturday, April 2 from 10 am to 12 noon, at the 

Harwood Art Center, in connection with this exhibition. According to workshop facilitator, Claire Coté “The 

sounds surrounding us are an often neglected, but very important part of our perceptual experience of places and 

the world in general. This workshop will provide guidance on deepening our listening in each unique place and 

how to bring soundscape awareness and sound journeys into our work.” The workshop will include brief 

introductions to sound, listening and sound art as well as providing participants with experience-based listening 

exercises in and out of doors, to open our ears and minds to the sounds surrounding us. The “Sounds Surround” 

workshop is open to all, but is especially geared towards artists, teachers, park rangers and interpretation 

specialists. 

 

The collaborators behind this exhibition are from far flung places: Claire Coté, is a native to Northern New 

Mexico, and her interdisciplinary arts practice explores ways of experiencing and creating “place” utilizing 

different forms of ‘Narritory’, an invented word she uses to describe “the navigation of new territory (physical 

or metaphorical) through story or narrative”.  Rebecca Beinart is a Nottingham (England) based artist, activist, 

educator, gardener and cook, whose work invites you to taste your surroundings, sniff out stories and listen to 

other inhabitants of a place. Anna Keleher is a Westcountry (England) Arts and Ecology practitioner and 

Contemporary artist who develops techniques, processes and skills  to expand 21st century perspectives. Anna 

Keleher and Claire Coté have been collaborating since October, 2007.  

 

More information about the project and the related workshop at: howfarfromhomearewe.com 


